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Good morning.  It is my pleasure to be here today.  This is my fourth SEC Speaks and my 

first after being sworn-in for a second term as an SEC Commissioner.  I can report that 

the issues before the Commission and the magnitude of what is at stake remain of top 

concern, just as they have throughout my tenure.  Before I begin, let me start by issuing 

the standard disclaimer that the views I express today are my own, and do not necessarily 

reflect the views of the Securities and Exchange Commission, my fellow Commissioners, 

or members of the staff. 

 

In thinking through how to use my time with you today, many issues immediately came 

to mind.  To name just a few, I thought of discussing:  

 

 The SEC‟s work on Title VII to regulate the security-based derivatives industry – 

what has been proposed and the longer list of what has yet to be adopted;   

 

 The SEC‟s new no admit/no deny policy involving parallel criminal proceedings,
1
 

and how it applies in so few situations that it needs to be revised to be more useful 

and effective; and 

 

 The lengthy delay in re-establishing the Investor Advisory Committee, a 

committee required by Dodd-Frank to amplify the voices of investors and ensure 

that the Commission is carrying out its core mission.  

 

However, I decided to focus my time today on one issue – an issue that highlights the 

Commission‟s fundamental responsibilities as a regulator. 

 

The Commission‟s core mission is to protect investors.  William O. Douglas, a former 

chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission, who went on to serve as a 

Supreme Court Justice, described the SEC‟s role by contrasting it with a well-represented 

industry.  Chairman Douglas said:  “We‟ve got broker‟s advocates, we‟ve got exchange 

advocates, we‟ve got investment banker advocates, and we [the SEC] are the investor‟s 

advocate.”
2
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Not much has changed since Chairman Douglas spoke those words at his first press 

conference as SEC Chairman in 1937.  The industry, with its lobbyists and spokespeople, 

remains the loudest voice – in fact, one could say that things have gotten much worse.  

As a result, investors need an advocate today more than ever.
3
   

 

Given that this is so, a true investor‟s advocate would be focused on whether 

shareholders and investors receive adequate disclosure about the companies they own or 

may buy.  In serving as an investor advocate, it is the responsibility of the Commission to 

promulgate rules to make sure that investors are armed with the appropriate information 

they need during each step of their investment decision – whether it is to buy, sell, or 

hold their securities, or to vote their securities. When it is clear that investors are in the 

dark and not receiving adequate disclosures, the Commission should act, and act swiftly, 

to ensure that investors have the information they require.  

 

Background of Citizens United  

 

I want to illustrate this point by looking at an issue that dominates the headlines on a 

daily basis.  And that is the undisclosed corporate campaign spending arising from the 

Supreme Court‟s decision in Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission.
4
  In 

January 2010, the Supreme Court struck down federal restrictions on the ability of 

corporations “to use general treasury funds to make campaign expenditures defined as an 

„electioneering communication‟ or for speech expressly advocating the election or defeat 

of a candidate.”
5
  The Court was quick to also say “[t]he Government may regulate 

corporate political speech through disclaimer and disclosure requirements, but it may not 

suppress speech altogether.”
6
  

 

Fundamental Deprivation     

 

The ramifications of this decision and its resulting impact on campaign finance laws and 

practices have been significant and swift.  

 

For example, it has been reported that outside groups spent four times as much in 2010, 

after the Citizens United decision, as compared to in 2006.
7
  A recently released poll 

found Americans across all parties oppose the ruling; and among all voters, 62% oppose 

the decision.
8
  President Obama described the impact of the Supreme Court‟s decision as  

 

… dealing a huge blow to [our] efforts to rein in this undue influence.  In 

short, this decision gives corporations and other special interests the power 

to spend unlimited amounts of money – literally millions of dollars – to 

affect elections throughout our country.  This, in turn, will multiply their 

influence over decision-making in our government.
9
   

 

As to whether or not corporations should be making political contributions at all, that is a 

question I will leave to other agencies, corporations, institutions, and to the American 

public at large.   
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I want to focus on the shareholders of corporations and how they are often in the dark as 

to whether the companies they own, or contemplate owning, are making political 

expenditures.  Withholding information from shareholders is a fundamental deprivation 

that undermines the securities regulatory framework which requires investors receive 

adequate and appropriate information, so that they can make informed decisions about 

whether to purchase, hold, or sell shares – and how to exercise their voting rights.  

Investors are not receiving adequate disclosure, and as the investor‟s advocate, the 

Commission should act swiftly to rectify the situation by requiring transparency.    

 

Many interested parties have weighed in and enumerated significant reasons for requiring 

these disclosures.
10

  These reasons include, but are not limited to, the following:  

 

 Investors may not want to invest in companies that engage in any political 

expenditure.  

 

 Individual investors may want to avoid investing in a company whose political 

spending advances causes or candidates with which that investor disagrees.  

 

 To ensure that political spending decisions do not further the interests of corporate 

managers at the expense of shareholder interests.  On this topic, John Bogle, 

founder of Vanguard, has stated, “corporate managers are likely to try to shape 

government policy in a way that serves their own interests over the interests of 

their shareholders.”
11

  

 

 The view that when corporations are able to obtain favorable conditions through 

political influence, rather than meritoriously adding value through a better product 

or service, it distorts the operation of the marketplace, which undercuts capital 

formation.  

 

 A lack of transparency regarding political expenditures directly fosters destructive 

pay-to-play corruption.  As just one example, nearly half the states have adopted 

pay-to-play bans, after corruption scandals revealed government officials 

demanding corporate payoffs in exchange for public contracts.
12

   

 

Despite the abundance of reasons investors have for requiring this information and the 

transparency it would provide, the fact remains that no comprehensive disclosure 

framework exists.   

 

There are tens of thousands that have urged the Commission to address this issue, ranging 

from investors, academics, non-profits, state treasurers, and businesses.
13

  To highlight 

just a few of the requests, in August 2011, ten law professors from distinguished 

universities across the country filed a petition for rulemaking requesting that the 

Commission promulgate rules to require that public companies disclose political 

expenditures.
14

  The Commission has also received letters from Members of Congress,
15

 

from elected government officials with fiduciary responsibility for nearly one trillion 

dollars in pension fund assets,
16

 and from a coalition of United States Senators.
17

  Each of 
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these letters asked the Commission to take action to require public disclosure of corporate 

political spending. 

 

In November 2011, a coalition of asset managers and investment professionals 

representing over $690 billion in assets wrote to the SEC to express their strong support 

for the SEC to promulgate rules requiring corporate political transparency.  This coalition 

lamented that corporate political expenditures “may be subject to a variety of state and 

federal rules, but there are no current rules that require that companies disclose this 

spending to their shareholders, and there are significant gaps in the type of spending that 

is required to be disclosed to anyone.”
18

  

 

In a separate letter, the Council for Institutional Investors described the fundamental issue 

as  

 

Shareowners have a right to know whether and how their company 

uses its resources for political purposes.  Yet the existing 

regulatory framework creates barriers to this information.  

Disclosure is either dispersed among several regulatory authorities 

or entirely absent in cases where political spending is channeled 

through independent organizations exempt from naming donors.
19

   

 

Ted Wheeler, the State Treasurer of Oregon, and a vocal advocate for rules regarding 

corporate disclosure of political donations, stated “[c]ompanies have the ability to spend 

heavily on political causes and they have the right to do so.  However, corporations also 

have the ability to obscure that spending from shareholders, such as Oregon beneficiaries 

of trust funds . . . That‟s wrong.”
20

  It is troubling that many companies are funding 

political campaigns without their shareholders‟ consent or even knowledge.   

 

Evidence of Investors Trying to Obtain the Information  

 

The importance of this topic to shareholders is evident.  The Commission itself has 

received tens of thousands of letters requesting that it take action.
21

  The record is replete 

with examples and evidence of investors trying to obtain information regarding corporate 

political expenditures.  

 

For example, in 2011, out of the 465 shareholder proposals appearing on public company 

proxy statements, 50 proposals were related to political spending.
22

  In fact, more 

proposals of this type were included in proxy statements than any other type of 

proposal.
23

  During the 2011 proxy season, 25 of the companies in the S&P 100 included 

proposals on their proxy statements requesting disclosure of corporate spending on 

politics.
24

   

 

The demand from investors has been so significant that large public companies have 

increasingly agreed to adopt policies requiring disclosure of companies‟ political 

expenditures.  In the S&P 100, this number has risen from a trivial level in 2004 to close 

to 60% by 2011.  However, it is important to keep in mind that while some companies are 
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voluntarily providing disclosures, many others are not.  In addition, the disclosure that is 

provided is not uniform and may not be adequate.     

 

Unfortunately, there is no comprehensive system of disclosure related to corporate 

political expenditures – and that failure results in investors being deprived of uniform, 

reliable, and consistent disclosure regarding the political expenditures of the companies 

they own.  

 

This is a Core Responsibility of the SEC  

 

Arming investors with the information they need to facilitate informed decision-making 

is a core responsibility of the SEC.  In fact, it is one of the factors that led to the creation 

of the SEC.  It is one of the SEC‟s core functions to identify gaps in information that 

investors require, and then close that gap as quickly as possible.   

 

Shareholders require uniform disclosures regarding corporate political expenditures for 

many reasons, including that it is impossible to have any corporate accountability or 

oversight without it.  The Supreme Court recognized that need.  For example, even as it 

struck down restrictions on corporate campaign contributions, the Supreme Court cited 

“[s]hareholder objections raised through the procedures of corporate democracy”
25

 as a 

means through which investors could monitor the use of corporate resources on political 

activities.  The Court envisioned that  

 

… prompt disclosure of expenditures can provide shareholders and 

citizens with information needed to hold corporations and elected officials 

accountable for their positions and supporters.  Shareholders can 

determine whether their corporation‟s political speech advances the 

corporation‟s interest in making profits, and citizens can see whether 

elected officials are “in-the-pocket” of so-called moneyed interest.
26

   

 

Unfortunately, the Court envisioned a mechanism that does not currently exist.  

 

This is not the first time that the Commission has been faced with a lack of transparency 

regarding political expenditures.  In 1999, the Commission proposed a pay-to-play rule in 

direct response to egregious pay-to-play conduct by investment advisers that had harmed 

investors with sweetheart deals and bribes.
27

  The egregiousness of the conduct and the 

need for new rules was clear.  It was obvious that depending solely on the SEC‟s ability 

to use its anti-fraud authority would be too little, too late.  However, the pay-to-play rule 

was shelved – lost to the wasteland where un-adopted SEC rule proposals go.  It took a 

decade of scathing scandals, egregious fraud, and significant harm, before the 

Commission made pay-to-play a priority, and acted on it in 2010.
28

  If the Commission 

had adopted new rules in 1999, it is likely that much of the tremendous harm of the pay-

to-play scandals from the last decade could have been averted.  The cost of Commission 

inaction – particularly in the face of compelling evidence for the Commission to act – can 

be devastating, as we have seen over and over again.  
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Requiring transparency for corporate political expenditures cannot wait a decade.  It is 

the Commission‟s responsibility to rectify this gap and ensure that investors are not left in 

the dark while their money is used without their knowledge or consent.  The Commission 

should provide for disclosure of corporate political expenditures that results in uniform 

and consistent disclosure.  

 

Conclusion  

 

As Commissioners, it is crucially important that we listen, and respond, to the needs of 

investors.  The Commission receives investor input in various forms, from comment 

letters on proposed rulemakings, to formal rulemaking petitions.  Unfortunately, the 

voices of investors are often drowned out by the louder, better-funded, and often better-

connected voices of issuers, financial institutions, and corporate lawyers.  When that 

happens, it is incumbent upon us to not only remember, but also make evident by our 

actions, that the fundamental mission of the SEC is to protect investors. 

 

In closing, I want to thank you for your kind attention.   

 

I also want to thank the many SEC staffers who are participating at this year‟s SEC 

Speaks – as well as the many others who devote themselves to the protection of investors.   

I am proud to work at their side.  

 

Thank you. 
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